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ABSTRACT
Introduction: The International Society for Advancement of Cytometry (ISAC) has created a standard for the Minimum
Information about a Flow Cytometry Experiment (MIFlowCyt 1.0). CytometryML will serve as a common metadata standard for flow and image cytometry (digital microscopy). Methods: The MIFlowCyt data-types were created, as is the rest
of CytometryML, in the XML Schema Definition Language (XSD1.1). The datatypes are primarily based on the Flow
Cytometry and the Digital Imaging and Communication (DICOM) standards. A small section of the code was formatted
with standard HTML formatting elements (p, h1, h2, etc.). Results:1) The part of MIFlowCyt that describes the Experimental Overview including the specimen and substantial parts of several other major elements has been implemented as
CytometryML XML schemas (www.cytometryml.org). 2) The feasibility of using MIFlowCyt to provide the combination
of an overview, table of contents, and/or an index of a scientific paper or a report has been demonstrated. Previously, a
sample electronic publication, EPUB, was created that could contain both MIFlowCyt metadata as well as the binary data.
Conclusions: The use of CytometryML technology together with XHTML5 and CSS permits the metadata to be directly
formatted and together with the binary data to be stored in an EPUB container. This will facilitate: formatting, data- mining, presentation, data verification, and inclusion in structured research, clinical, and regulatory documents, as well as
demonstrate a publication’s adherence to the MIFlowCyt standard, promote interoperability and should also result in the
textual and numeric data being published using web technology without any change in composition.
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1. Introduction
1.1. What is MIFlowCyt?
Presently, it is a file or a short appendix to a scientific article, such as one published in Cytometry. MIFlowCyt[1],[2] provides
a concise description of the technology and findings present in the article. MIFlowCyt does not require sufficient information
to repeat the experiment, such as would be provided by a well written Materials and Method section of a paper and/or supplementary materials. The information contained in a MIFlowCyt document can be textural and/or structured.
Problem: How does one verify that a MIFlowCyt section of a manuscript is sufficiently complete for publication? The
authors believe that this presently is a highly subjective judgement. In the case of most of the CytometryML major schemas, including those of the CytometryML version of MIFlowCyt, an XML page was generated from elements, particularly, the major element of the individual schemas. The element and attribute values for this page were then manually
entered. As will be demonstrated below, since these pages were not formatted, they were difficult to read and check.
Since the reference example is Blimkie et al.[3], a good test of the CytometryML implementation of MIFlowCyt is, do the
X ML pages generated from the CytometryML schemas validate with the values present in Blimkie et al? Since the text of
Blimkie et al. is 9 pages of 12 point type, it is a considerable duplicative part of a Cytometry paper. An important question
is, if there is a discrepancy, is the text of the paper or is the MIFlowCyt section nominative?
The present progress in producing an XML implementation of MIFlowCyt is best described in terms of the
Miflowcyt_Info_Type, which is the major datatype declaration (Code Fragment 1) of the miflowcyt schema.
Miflowcyt_Info_Type consists of the major elements of MIFlowCyt, which are contained in the MIFlowCyt_Info element.
Code Fragment 1, Description of the CytometryML MIFlowCyt Element
1<complexType name="Miflowcyt_Info_Type" mixed="true">
2
<sequence>

<element name="Experiment_Overview"
type="exper_overview:Experiment_Overview_Type"/>
4
<element name="Sample_Info" type="sample:Sample_Info_Type"/>
5
<element name="Sample_Treatment_Description"
6
type="protocol:Sample_Treatment_Description_Type"/>
7
<choice>
8
<element name="Flow_Series_and_Instance_Info"
type="flow:Flow_Series_and_Instance_Info_Type"/>
9
<element name="Microscope_Series_and_Instance_Info"
type="micro:Microscope_Series_and_Instance_Info_Type"/>
</choice>
</sequence>
</complexType>
Element 1 is a complexType because it is composed of multiple element-datatype pairs (lines 2-9). It is mixed because
XML pages derived from it permit the interspersion of text. Although, the Miflowcyt_Info_Type is part of a schema that
defines one data type, the Miflowcyt schema imports datatypes from 7 other schemas, which each have schemas to
import. Thus, the Miflowcyt schema is the apex of a tree of schemas. In keeping with object-oriented design, each of the
schemas referenced by the elements above describes a single major class. The schema references (prefixes) are words that
are separated by a colon in front of the type name. The choice element is included because to distinguish whether the
movement of the cells in the sample was by fluid transport or movement of a slide.
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2. MIFlowCyt with XHTML5 Elements
2.1 Software Development Approach
Since an element that describes the properties of a fluorescent dye is currently being developed by the International Society
for Advancement of Cytometry, ISAC, Data Standards Task Force, DSTF, it was decided to follow the example of the
ISAC MIFlowCyt Standard document[1] and to show the data in the form of a table. The first example is a visualization of
the components of a fluorochrome_Info element.
The most familiar language for formatting web documents is html-xhtml. The latest version of html is html5.1[4]. Fortunately XHTML5 has an XML schema[5]. This approach has a serious problem in that the part of the html community that is
creating the new html5 standard has only recently shown significant interest for xhtml5[4]. The following line of code
because of the presence of the xhtml <td> element being applied to a CytometryML data element to place it in a cell
within a table, will not validate with a standard XML parser.

<td><fluor:Common_Name>EuQuantum Dye</fluor:Common_Name></td>
The strong typing of XML schemas precludes an element of one schema from containing an element from another schema
except when one schema is part of the data structure contained in the other schema. This requirement for importing the element of one schema into an element that is within another contradicts and interferes the separation of the markup language
from the data language.

3. Results
3.1 Simple Solution
The following is a work in progress! One solution to the combination and storage of a heterogenous collection of files is to
create the text pages as formatted XHTML 5 files and to organize and store them together with others in an EPUB[6],[7].
There is a major problem with this solution: XHTML 5 was not written in an XML schema language[4]. A reasonable solution was achieved by finding a XML schema for XHTML 5, fortunately one was created by Olivier Ishacian[5]. The first solution

tried was the use of an addition to the XML Schema Definition Language (XSD), which occurred as part of the creation of
XSD1.1. This addition, the openContent element, appeared to be the solution.

Unfortunately, it presently does not work. It permits elements from different schemas to be sequentially
interleaved; however, they cannot be interspersed.
<openContent mode="interleave">
< any namespace="##other" processContents="lax"/>
</openContent>
and processContents=“skip“ do not work
The parser sees an unknown element between the two parts of an XHTML or XML element and rejects the construct. An
“ignore” value should be added to the processContents attribute. The ignore value would permit the interspersion of elements from other schemas by making the parser blind to the contents of the enclosed element(s).
3.2 Alternative Solution

Radu Coravu of Syncro Soft SRL, the manufacturer of oXygen (www.oxygenxml.com), which is the editor tool
used to create the CytometryML schemas, suggested the use of a meta-schema language control language,
NVDL, which is formally referred to as: ISO/IEC 19757-4 NVDL (Namespace-based Validation Dispatching
Language)[8]. . According to the website[9], NVDL is Part 4 of ISO/IEC 19757 DSDL (Document Schema
Definition Languages and has an XML syntax.The NVDL independently validates elements in an XML or
XHTML page against their parent schema. This permits an XHTML5 phrasingContentElement such as: <p>,
<h1><h2>or<td> to surround elements that have been derived from other schemas. Thus, the parsing of the
XHTML5 elements ignores the data containing elements from CytometryML and the parsing of the
CytometryML data containing elements data ignores XHTML5 phrasingContentElements. This design requires
that the web page be validated by including a separate NVDL page. Standard direct validation of the XML or
XHTML pages shows errors at the XHTML phrasingContentElements.
The first element to be marked up with phrasingContentElements is Fluorochrome_Info, which is based upon a tentative
design of one of the authors (RCL). The data in the Fluorochrome_Info element is described by the elements of the
Fluorochrome_Info_Type, The goal of this software study is to present the data in the Fluorochrome_Info element as a
table.
The first step, as described previously, is to prepare an XSD1.1 schema. Code Fragment 2 shows the
Fluorochrome_Info_Type

3.3 Procedure
An xsd1.1 schema, fluorochrome.xsd, which contains the Fluorochrome_Info element (Code Fragment 2), was created.
The Fluorochrome_Info element (line1) is based upon the Fluorochrome_Info_Type (line 2).
Code Fragment 2, Fluorochrome_Info Element
1)<element name="Fluorochrome_Info" type="fluor:Fluorochrome_Info_Type"/>
2)<complexType name="Fluorochrome_Info_Type" mixed="true">
3) <sequence>
4)
<element name="Caption" type="strings:Bounded_256_Type"/>
5)
<element name="Common_Name" type="fluor:Name_Type"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurss="1"/>
6)
<element name="Abbreviation"

type="fluor:Abbreviation_Type"/>
7)
<element name="Excitation_Max"
type="fluor:Wavelength_Type"/>
10)
<element name="Emission_Max"
type="fluor:Wavelength_Type"/>
8)
<element name="Vendor_or_Source_URI" type="anyURI"
minOccurs="0"/>
9)
<element name="CAS_Num_or_Other_Value"
type="fluor:CAS_Num_or_Other_Value_Type"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
Fluorochrome_Info_Type is to serve as a description of the minimum information about a fluorochrome. The sequence,
element 3, is a record that starts with a caption (element 4) of up to 256 characters. This is followed by the common name
(element 5)[10], which is followed by an abbreviation (element 6). This is followed by the Excitation_Max (element 7) and
the Emission_Max (element 8). Both of which are in wavelengths. The URI (element 9) comes next. The URI was used
because most scientific products are purchased via the Internet and the physical location of the source is of minimal interest to investigators living in another part of the world. The MinOccurs=”0” is for the odd case where the vendor does not
sell through the Internet. Although MIFlowCyt is supposed to provide the minimum information about a flow cytometry
experiment, the schema that controls the available datatypes can provide more than the minimum by the simple expedient
of providing a minOccurs attribute with a value of zero. This permits datatypes of elements that are thought to be relevant
but not mandatory to be in the standard without being required. The CAS_Num_or_Other_Value (element 10) is of
multiple types because this number should provide a reliable key to a database or similar data storage element. Unfortunately not all fluorochromes have CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service) numbers. Other possible temporary types of values
possibly include: an ISAC_Num_Type, Vendor_Num, Other_Value, NA, More_Info_Needed, and No_Name_Found.
The Analyte_Reporter is the labeled species, which consists of a macromolecule, label and a coupling species that covalently joins the other two. The labels include: fluorochromes, phosphors, or isotopes. The software technology presented
here could be used to describe analyte reporters. However in most cases, the listing of the three components including the
information that describes each would result in an excessively wide table.
Code Fragment 3 shows part of the content of that XML page, which was generated by oXygen from element 1 of Code
Fragment 2, Fluorochrome_Info. Each of the elements shown in the schema shown in Code Fragment 1 maps to an element in the XML page of which two cells (elements 5 and 6) are shown in Code Fragment 3.
Code Fragment 3, two Table Cells from an XML page

<tr>
<td><fluor:Common_Name>EuQuantum Dye</fluor:Common_Name></td>
<td><fluor:Abbreviation>EuMac</fluor:Abbreviation></td>
Code Fragment 3 shows the first 2 data elements of the XML page that was generated from Code Fragment 2. Subsequently, the XHTML phrasingContentElements <tr>, which signifies the beginning of a row and <td>, which indicates
the presence of a data cell, were added. The information is located between the beginning and end parts of the elements.
One can read the information containing text: EuQuantum Dye and EuMac; however, it is a bit of a strain and there is a
low concentration of relevant information. A requirement of this work is that the XML page generated from
Fluorochrome_Info be suitable for inclusion in the MIFlowCyt section of a publication.

TABLE 1

Table 1 is much easier to read than an XML page. Since there was a possibility of a problem with copyright(s), Quantum
Dye®, which is owned by Newport Instruments, was used for the example. This table presently is approaching being suitable for professional publication. According to W3C, “CSS, the cascading style sheet language, is applicable to XML as it
is to HTML.” (http://www.w3.org/XML/1999/XML-in-10-points). In principle, XHTML5 documents should
work with today’s browsers. Presently the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) states that Formatting XML with CSS is
not recommended. Use JavaScript or XSLT (XSL Transformations (XSLT) [ 1 1 ] , [ 1 2 ] instead. ( http://
www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_display.asp). However, CSS has the great advantage of being WYSIWYG (What
You See Is What You Get), which is the way commercial word processors work. Changes to the text are made virtually
instantaneously.
This html tabular formatting approach can achieve a similar presentation to that provided by the MAGE-TAB standard,
which is used with micro titer plates. The creators of MAGE-TAB have “propose(d) a simple spreadsheet-based[13] format for representing primary data and experimental details (metadata) from microarray investigations. We refer to this
format as MAGE-TAB (MicroArray Gene Expression Tabular)” They use a commercially available spreadsheet (Microsoft® Excel) as their mode of implementation. The authors explained their abandonment of XML technology. “However,
the complexity of the MAGE-ML[14] format has made its use impractical for laboratories lacking dedicated bioinformatics support.” As shown in TABLE 1, it is possible to create equivalent tables with XML technology and with use of
xhtml5 technology to place XML defined elements in the cells of a table.
3.4.0 Present Status of the CytometyML Implementation of MIFlowCytProject
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The software has been tested to work with Chemical Abstracts Service CAS number of one dye and with strings of
numbers that are out of scope for the CAS specification. The standard XML pages validated as expected; however,
when the html table formatting elements were added The page would not validate. When these pages were tested with
the NVDL file present, they validated. They did not validate when the value of the CAS number was out of the range
of the CAS datatype. More extensive testing will be required to determine if this approach is adequate for the creation
of medical grade software.
A significant part of MIFlowCyt, Code Fragment 1, has been coded in XSD1.1. MIFlowCyt.xml is relatively large
with all coded elements present, validates and contains 882 lines of code. This would be appropriate for a structured
document, where the materials and methods was primarily composed of the MIFlowCyt elements. When only the
required elements were included, it validates with 432 lines of code, which would be suitable for the present synopsis.
MIFlowCyt.xml is based upon a tree of approximately 77 schemas. The next step in this project is to finish the
Sample_Treatment_Description_Type.
The feasibility of using MIFlowCyt to provide the combination of an overview and index to a scientific paper or a
report has been s t r o n g l y s u g g e s t e d .
The feasibility of a combination of XHTML5 with XML schema elements has been demonstrated. The use of CSS with
these XML web pages is sufficient to be able to monitor the design of a schema from the XML produced from the
schema. Unfortunately, these XML web pages are not yet of publication quality.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Maintaining MIFlowCyt as a single schema and associated web page would be very difficult. The CytometryML schemas
are highly modularized and each one describes an object or class. This permits reuse and reorganization. Since multiple XHTML5
pages can be combined into one EPUB[6], a potential open, efficient, searchable scientific format, which can be developed
without any need for ISAC to support its own standard. A complete publication framework is now possible, where the web

pages generated from the CytometryML MIFlowCyt schemas and the XHTML5 schema can be packaged in an EPUB[6] as part of
a patient record, journal article, or medical report. Previously, it has been established[6] that an EPUB can contain and organize
multiple maintainable components including images. The web pages in the EPUB can be formatted employing web technology, CSS or XSL (EXtensible Stylesheet Language[11],[12]).
MIFlowCyt can serve as a table of contents, ToC, with hypertext linkages to the detailed descriptions, which will be based on
web pages generated from the CytometryML schemas. This material can be contained in the paper or supplementarymaterial.
Interested Parties: reviewers, editors, government agencies (FDA) can automatically check for completeness in answering
their requirements by validating the ToC against its schema(s).
Changing an external cascading style sheet (CSS[15]) file permits reuse including: archival, electronic publishing, print publishing, government reports and grant applications.
Style consistency, where the editor and publisher control the style of the document, permits verified publishable manuscripts
to be submitted by the authors, which will reduce publishing costs!
4.1 Software Implications
The combination of XSD schemas, an XHTML5 XSD schema and CSS or the Extensible Stylesheet Language Family
(XSL) should act as a graphical programming interface, which could permit the development of a What you see is what
you get (WISIWIG) products. these products could compete with present commercial products and be portable between
operating systems. XHTML5 includes:[16] forms, SVG, MathML, and Paged Media[17].This portable technology should
facilitate medical and other high-technology informatics
The XHTML5 schema could be augmented with DITA and/or DocBook elements, which should facilitate the preparation of
structured documents including forms. These structured documents could also be stored together as an EPUB, which is
effectively an open, portable standard and thus is competitive with PDF.
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